Coup By Senegalese Premier Avowed; Dia To Be Prosecuted
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U.S. Reported Making Offers To Yugoslav Leader

WASHINGTON, Dec. 14 (AP)—The U.S. government has made offers to Yugoslav leader Marshal Tito, officials said here today.

The offers were aimed at making Tito’s government more friendly to the West, officials said.

Tito, who has been trying to establish closer relations with Western nations, has been sending negotiators to the United States.

In recent months, Tito has visited several Western countries and has been working on establishing closer relations with the West.

The offers were made to try to make Tito’s government more friendly to the West.
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UNAdopts Resolution OfPermanent Sovereignty Of Nations On Natural Resources

NEW YORK, Dec. 13 (AP)—The United Nations General Assembly has adopted a resolution on permanent sovereignty of nations over their natural resources.

The draft resolution was adopted by a vote of 104 to 15, with 8 abstentions.

The resolution states that nations have the right to permanent sovereignty over their natural resources and that no nation can be deprived of this right.

The resolution also calls for international cooperation in the development and use of these resources.

The resolution was adopted by a vote of 104 to 15, with 8 abstentions.
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